OUTPUT FLUCTUATIONS AT THE PLANT LEVEL* TIMOTHY F. BRESNAHAN AND VALERIE A. RAMEY This paper examines the short-run dynamics of manufacturing costs by detailing how plants in the U. S. automobile industry change output. Weekly data show a variety of margins on which firms adjust production. These margins, which are distinct from the usual factor demand choices, differ in their lumpiness, their adjustment costs, and their variable costs. The existence of these margins explains several empirical puzzles of output fluctuations. Using a theory of the short-run dynamic cost function, we are able to infer some of the characteristics of the underlying cost function from the dynamic behavior of the different margins. The structure of firm-level output and adjustment costs is an important element of many economic theories. In business cycle theories, the shape of the cost function determines whether shocks to the economy are magnified or dampened and how their dynamic properties are transferred to output. In labor economics, both judgments about the effects of government labor market policies and estimates of labor productivity often depend on assumptions about the cost of adding workers relative to the cost of increasing average hours per worker. In industrial organization, estimates of the level and cyclical behavior of markups depend critically on the shape of the cost function.
For the last three decades the standard cost function specification has been convex in output as well as in the change in output or in the relevant factors of production (e.g., Holt, Modigliani, Muth, and Simon [1960] ). This type of cost function is associated with an optimization problem that is easy to solve, and when coupled with a representative firm framework, has time-series implications that are roughly consistent with aggregate data (e.g., Sargent [1978] ). There have, however, been many critiques of this type of cost function. For example, authors such as Alchian [1959] and Maloney and McCormick [1983] have argued that the standard cost function specification is lacking because it does not distinguish between the rate of output and the volume of output. Distinguishing between the rate and volume of output is important for understanding issues such as scale economies. Furthermore, the convexity assumption has been criticized in several contexts. Rothschild [1971] argued that the economic justification for nonconvex adjustment costs is at least as good as that for convex adjustment costs. Moreover, there is a growing body of empirical work suggesting nonconvexities in the cost function. First, Hamermesh [1989] showed that at the plant level, labor force adjustment proceeds in large jumps, contrary to the convex adjustment cost model. Hamermesh concluded that the smooth adjustment observed at the aggregate level is the result of the aggregation of the plant-level nonlinear relationship. Second, Ramey's [1991] work on inventories offers additional empirical evidence against the convex cost model. She showed that in a variety of industries, the behavior of production and inventories relative to sales is consistent with nonconvex costs. Third, Bertola and Caballero [1990] and Caballero and Engel [1992] have shown that in many cases modeling macroeconomic data as the aggregation of heterogeneous agents facing nonconvexities is superior to the standard convex, representative agent framework. This paper seeks to shed light on the nature of plant-level costs by detailing exactly how plants in the U. S. automobile industry adjust production. Changes in production in this industry are quite lumpy at the plant level. We show that the lumpiness is caused by exploitation of nonconvex operating margins. Intermittent production, with plant shutdowns and restarts at a high production level, is one significant mechanism for responding to low demand. More systematically, we examine the statistical contribution of all available operating margins to the variation of plant-level production over time. Our findings can explain both the excess volatility of production over sales and much of the short-run variation in output relative to hours.
Finally, we examine the short-run dynamics of margin choice and output determination. We estimate the duration of, and transitions between, states defined by margins of adjustment.
Managers' choice among margins is also examined as a predictor of output persistence. Using a simple theory of cost and margin choice, we rank the margins on the basis of their relative static marginal costs and adjustment costs. The results add insight into the sources and consequences of nonconvexities and partial irreversibilities in production choices.
The data set used is particularly useful for studying these questions. We have assembled a weekly panel data set revealing plant-level production decisions for 50 U. S. automobile plants over 626 weeks from 1972 to 1983 . We used mostly public sources for the data. Entries for each plant consist of data on the hours of operation, overtime hours, the line speed, the number of shifts, the days closed, and the reasons the factory was closed. We have also gathered data on actual production by nameplate, and sporadic data on employment numbers, layoffs, and hires. We know of no other data set that covers as great a number of plants, at so high a frequency, in such detail. We have chosen the automobile industry because (1) automobiles are manufactured using a fabrication and assembly process, which is the single most important technology in manufacturing; (2) the industry displays substantial cyclical volatility; and (3) the publicly available data for the automobile industry are very high quality. It must be noted, though, that the automobile industry is not representative of the entire economy. We believe, however, that a detailed analysis of the production dynamics in the automobile industry will provide insight into the nature of costs and output fluctuations in general. Our use of information on the short-run decision process differentiates this work from that of others who have studied the automobile industry (e.g., Abernathy, Clark, and Kantrow [1983] ; Blanchard [1983] ; Bresnahan [1981]; and Ramey [1991] ). We see our work as part of a growing body of research that uses plant-level data to gain new insights into aggregate phenomena [Leonard 1987; Dunne, Roberts, and Samuelson 1989; Aizcorbe 1992; Davis and Haltiwanger 1992] .
The paper proceeds as follows. Section I discusses the decision problem of a plant manager who can use various margins to vary the volume of production. Section II will present a more detailed description of the data and how it was collected. Section III characterizes each of the margins and documents their importance for the mean and variance of output. Section IV analyzes the dynamic characteristics of the margins, and their implications for the underlying cost structure. Section V concludes.
I. MULTIPLE MARGINS AND COSTS: THEORY
In this section we compare a standard cost function specification with one that we believe is more relevant for automobile assembly, and possibly for other industries as well. Using this function, we discuss how the dynamic characteristics of the use of different margins can reveal their underlying costs.
An example of a standard output cost function is given as follows:
(1) C(t)=C(Q,Q,t), with CQ > O,CQQ > O,CQ>OC> C > O, where Q is the volume of production during time interval t, Q is the change in the volume of production, and C. denotes the partial derivative of C with respect to argument n. Typically, the unit of time is a month or a quarter, and there is no distinction made between the rate and volume of production. The function is increasing and convex in both arguments. If the problem is set up in discrete time, and if the function is quadratic, then typically optimal output will follow an ARMA process. In general, the time path of output will be smoother than its driving process (e.g., sales). Furthermore, changes in the volume of output will be gradual.
Consider the following alternative cost function, which captures a set of static and dynamic nonconvexities linked to a richer and more descriptive set of decision variables:
(2) C(t) = F(lhst) + oJI(l) + ohI(h) + otI(s), where I(n) = 1 if h ? 0 and I(n) = 0 otherwise, for n = 1, h, and s. 1 is the instantaneous rate of output, or cars per hour ("the line speed"), h is the hours worked by each shift, s is the number of shifts, and the I's are indicator functions for changes in 1, h, and s. The a's are nonnegative parameters. The volume of output over a time period T is given by the identity:
We assume that plant managers minimize the expected present discounted value of costs, given by (3) V(T) = Eo e-Ptc(t), where EO is the expectation condi T is the end of the model year, and p is the interest rate. Costs are minimized subject to targets dictated by the firm. These targets might be monthly or quarterly output volumes, or bands on inventory-sales ratios.
The cost function given in equation (2) That is, if the plant manager wants to achieve a lower volume, rather than changing the rate of production, he may change the period of production by shutting down the plant for part of the time.
When defined, the second derivative of F with respect to each argument may be negative, zero, or positive. Aizcorbe [1992] gives evidence that the second derivative with respect to 1, F11, is slightly negative in automobile assembly over the relevant range. For some of the other possible margins, such as hours per shift, there are arguments suggesting that the second derivative may be positive.
The richness of the multiple margin framework is apparent once we consider the dynamic use of each margin. In general, different margins will have different adjustment costs and different static marginal costs. As an illustration, suppose that the target volume of production changes, and the plant manager must decide whether to use margin h or s to change the volume of production.
Assume that margin h is the high (static) marginal cost-low adjustment cost margin relative to margin s. That is, Fh > Fs, but ah < ca, Assuming that the plant manager minimizes the expected present discounted value of costs, the choice of margin will depend on the expected persistence of the change in target as well as the level of uncertainty associated with target changes. It is easy to see that for known temporary changes in the target, it is optimal to use the high marginal cost-low adjustment cost margin, whereas for more persistent changes in the target, it is optimal to use the low marginal cost-high adjustment cost margin. In the presence of uncertainty, the high marginal cost-low adjustment cost margin may be used more frequently since its use preserves the option value of the other margin. If the desired change in output volume is sufficiently high, then the plant manager will use both margins at the same time.
One would expect the following observations to hold if we observed a plant over a long period of time: (1) the average duration of use of the high marginal cost-low adjustment cost margin should be less than for the low marginal cost-high adjustment cost margin;
(2) on average, the change in output volume achieved by using the high marginal cost-low adjustment cost margin should be less persistent than that achieved by using the low marginal cost-high adjustment cost margin. The first observation follows directly from the example above. There are two forces leading to the second observation. First, the choice of margin reveals the manager's expectations about the persistence of the change in the output target. Second, when the manager changes the high adjustment cost margin, he is locking in an output volume that is costly to reverse. Thus, even if the manager has overestimated the persistence of the target change, the actual volume of output may stay higher for a longer period of time.
These observations concerning the relationship between the cost structure of the different margins and the observed use of the margin will be useful for our empirical work. Using these observa- Also, (GM) Lordstown will begin single-shift Vega-Astre operation Jan. 20 at a rate of 100 units per hour. Earlier, it had been announced that Lordstown would dip from 100 to 85 units per hour on two shifts Jan. 20. The new one-shift operation will result in the indefinite layoff of an additional 2,100 employees.
GM said indefinite hourly layoffs will be about 92,000 by the end of January....
All of the information on regular hours, overtime hours, and shutdowns was taken from the Automotive News production articles. In a few cases we were able to detect unreported shutdowns because the production tables showed that the production of a particular model was zero for that week. The Automotive News production articles reported most of the changes in line speeds and shifts. Starting in the 1977 model year, Wards' Automotive Yearbook published the line speeds and shifts for each factory at model year start-up. For the earlier years we were able to obtain some information from Wards' Automotive World or directly from GM and Ford. This information was used to augment the Automotive News information when it was not complete. When possible, we used actual production data to infer the magnitude and date of a change.
Perhaps the most unique aspect of the data set is the set of reasons given for plant shutdowns. We have classified these reasons into four categories: (1) model changeovers, (2) holidays and vacations, (3) inventory adjustments, and (4) supply disruptions. The first category, "model changeovers," contains the days closed due to adjustments for model changeovers. As pointed out by Cooper and Haltiwanger [1993] , this category represents an important part of production volatility. The second category, "holidays," is the days closed for holidays and vacations specified in the union contracts. The category labeled "inventory adjustment" represents the times the company shut the plant down in order to adjust inventories. The "supply disruption" category contains shutdowns due to strikes, both on-site and off-site, parts shortages, inclement weather, earthquakes, fires in the paint facility, and general machinery breakdowns.
The one difficulty with the data set is that the operations data are at the factory level, while the actual production data are at the model level. There are some 70 models during the period, with most factories producing several models and most models being produced by several factories. Therefore, matching the production data with the factory is difficult in all but a few cases. We have 
III. THE IMPORTANCE OF MULTIPLE MARGINS OF OUTPUT VARIATION A. Sources of Output Variation
We begin by identifying the margins of output variation and characterizing their apparent costs.1 In our analysis we shall work with a particular definition of output that relates to the margins that plants adjust. Actual production Qit by factory i for week t is given by the following identity:
(4) Qit = (RHit + OHit) x (LSit -Eft) x SHit, 1. By "apparent costs" we mean those costs directly spelled out in government regulations, labor contracts, or directly implied by the production technology. Apparent costs can differ from true costs because of considerations other than those included in apparent costs or if the wages set by regulations and contracts are not allocative.
where RH = regular hours, the number of hours the plant runs each shift per week for which it pays a straight-time wage to its workers; OH = overtime hours, the number of hours the plant runs each shift per week for which it pays an overtime premium to its workers; LS = posted line speed, i.e., potential output per hour per shift; e= deviations from the posted line speed; SH = number of shifts, either one or two.
The decomposition in equation (4) immediately illustrates how the focus of this paper differs from the usual approach. None of the hours or shift variables refers to hours per worker, or total employee hours. Rather, the hours and shift variables measure the workweek of the plant. The number of workers and hours per worker do vary, of course, but those variations are the result of changes in the workweek of the plant or the output rate. It is the latter variables that the managers manipulate directly; it is the effect on the labor variables that generates much of the cost.
We should also note that we are excluding an additional margin in our analysis: permanent plant shutdowns or openings of new plants. We exclude this margin from the present study for three reasons. First, we interpret this margin as a firm production margin, rather than a plant production margin. Second, the focus of the present analysis is on short-run, rather than long-run output fluctuations. Permanent shutdowns are not used to achieve shortrun fluctuations in output. Third, preliminary analysis indicates that all nonstationarity in aggregate industry output comes from permanent plant shutdowns and new openings, rather than from changes in output at open plants. Thus, by focusing only on plants during the time they are open, we are able to study only the stationary fluctuations in output.
Some detail about the apparent costs associated with each of the margins can be obtained from the structure of government labor laws and the labor contracts in force. Consider first overtime hours. Overtime hours are usually varied by scheduling Saturday work or by adding an hour or two to each shift; eight hours on Saturday is by far the most common form of overtime. Labor laws mandate that workers be paid a 50 percent premium for hours in excess of 40 hours per week. Thus, the apparent marginal cost of overtime hours is significant. Moreover, the cost of some benefits may increase with time since many of the benefits depend on seniority, so that the liabilities of the company to a worker increase as the worker's seniority 2. Presumably the union imposes these constraints on the firms because of the nature of state unemployment insurance benefits. Workers can only receive those benefits if they are not employed. Thus, the union prefers that the firms decrease total hours by decreasing the number employed rather than by decreasing hours per worker. increases. On the other hand, eliminating a shift reverses some of these fixed costs. The second-shift workers who are laid off receive state unemployment insurance and supplemental unemployment benefits for a period of time that depends on the state laws and the workers' seniority.
Changing the line speed almost always involves changing the number of workers. The plant increases the line speed by reorganizing the assembly line and redefining jobs. When Lordstown increased its line speed from 70 to 80 cars on each of two shifts in July 1979, it added 185 workers. Furthermore, actual production typically remains below line speed for several weeks after a change, because it takes awhile for workers to learn the new layout [White 1971 ]. The ability to change the line speed varies across plants. For some plants the size of the paint facility is the binding constraint on the line speed.
The nature of these apparent costs implies a cost structure with several nonconvexities. To give an idea of how the cost function might look, Figure I shows a total labor cost curve and an average labor cost curve that incorporate some of the structure discussed above. In particular, the cost curves incorporate a 50 percent premium for overtime, a 5 percent shift differential, and the 80 percent rule for short-weeks. To highlight the effects of these rules, we assume that there is no fixed cost or adjustment cost to opening the plant or adding a shift.3 The hourly wage per shift is normalized at unity.
The cost function is clearly nonconvex in the range from 0 to 40 hours and again from 40 to 80 hours if a second shift is added. The steps at 0 and 40 hours are due to the 80 percent rule for short-weeks. Any time a shift works a positive number of hours, the plants must pay at least 80 percent of the wage times 40 hours. Thus, costs increase substantially when hours become nonzero. The only significant convexity comes from overtime hours. The average cost curve shows that the weekly hours associated with local minimum average labor costs are 40 hours and 80 hours. If we also included overhead labor and the rental cost of capital, average total costs would probably be lower at 80 hours than at 40 hours. In any case, these curves give a useful illustration of how these regulations can lead to cost curves that depart significantly from the usual textbook examples. We now analyze the importance of each margin in two ways.
We first compute simple statistics that tell us how often each margin is manipulated. We then decompose the variance of output into changes in the different margins. Periods during which a plant is permanently closed are not included in the analysis, for the reasons given in the last section. better for these plants because we were able to use the actual output data to detect overtime hours that were not reported in our sources and to detect deviations from line speed.5 The average frequencies for the subset of plants are similar to those for the universe of plants. The only exception is overtime hours, which are used twice as often. This increase in the calculated frequency of overtime is due, for the most part, to our ability to detect unreported overtime using the output data. We believe that the frequencies for overtime hours in the six matched plants are a more accurate estimate of overtime use for the entire sample as well.
The bottom of Table I decomposes shutdowns, or idle time, into each of the four reasons given: model changeovers, holidays, inventory adjustment, and supply disruptions. It is important to decompose idle time in this way, because two of the categories, holidays and supply disruptions, are not directly manipulated by the managers of the plant. The breakdown shows that on average a third of the idle time is due to holidays, another third is due to model changeovers, a quarter is due to inventory adjustment, and 7 percent is due to supply disruptions.
4. We chose four hours as the cutoff, because overtime less than four hours per week is used mostly for correcting defects in cars, rather than for increasing the volume of output.
5. These additional overtime hours and deviations from line speed are estimated. Whenever actual output exceeded posted output, the difference was ascribed to unreported overtime hours. Whenever actual output was less than posted output, the difference was attributed to deviations from line speed. Measurement error would occur if both unreported overtime hours and deviations from line speed occurred in the same week, or if the actual line speed was different from the reported line speed.
The question arises as to what percent of idle time is due to managers' direct manipulation of the volume of production. Clearly, holidays and supply disruptions can be considered exogenous changes in output volume, while the purpose of shutdowns for inventory adjustment is for the direct manipulation of volume. The case is less clear for model changeovers. Plants are shut down for model changeovers in order to retool the factory for the new model year, and thus are not directly used to manipulate the volume of production. On the other hand, we believe that many times the duration of the shutdown is used to manipulate the volume. During high demand years, model changeovers tend to be very quick, sometimes occurring over the weekend, whereas during low demand years, shutdowns for model changeover for slow-selling models appear to last considerably longer. Thus, we believe that some shutdowns for model changeover are actually shutdowns for inventory adjustment. It is difficult to distinguish individual spells, though, so we continue to separate the two categories.
The frequencies calculated above do not reveal directly the importance of each of these margins for the short-run variation in output, because the effect of a change in each margin is different.
For example, each shutdown involves a large variation in output, with the decline in weekly output ranging from 20 percent in the case of one day to 100 percent in the case of a week. Overtime hours, which often take the form of Saturday work, typically involve a 20 percent increase in output, so their impact is less than that for variations in regular hours. On the other hand, the addition of a shift doubles output. The magnitude of line speed changes varies from plant to plant.
Before decomposing the variance of output, we must discuss the measure of output we use. Recall that actual production is only publicly available at the model level. Thus, for the universe of plants we study posted output, which is Q in equation (4) when E equal to zero. We also present results for the six matched plants, which contain data for actual production and estimates of E. The results show that in most cases E is not an important source of fluctuations in output.
The decomposition of the variance is not straightforward because, as equation (4) shows, posted output equals the product of the components, so the relationship is not linear. Furthermore, one cannot take logarithms because the hours components are frequently equal to zero. Therefore, we use the following method. First, for all calculations we exclude the effect of holidays, because their contribution is not particularly interesting. For each margin we construct an artificial output measure for which the margin is held constant at some base level, and then compare this output measure to posted output. To be specific, to assess the impact of changes in regular hours due to inventory adjustment, we construct an output measure for which shutdowns due to inventory adjustment are eliminated, but for which changes in regular hours for other reasons, overtime hours, shifts, line speeds, and deviations from line speeds (in the case of the matched plants) are allowed to vary as they actually did. To construct artificial output during a shutdown, we use the number of shifts and the line speed in effect during the week before the plant shutdown; in almost every case, the plant opened up with the same number of shifts and the same line speed. Overtime hours are set to zero. We then compare that constructed output measure with posted output. We construct similar output series for the other margins. We multiplied each constructed series by a factor so that its mean was the same as the mean of posted output. Deviations from line speed are not significant for the variance.
The third column shows the results for the quarter-to-quarter variance of output for the universe of plants. For this calculation we aggregated posted output and constructed output to a quarterly frequency (thirteen-week periods) and performed the same calculations. The usefulness of examining a different frequency is illustrated by the following example.6 Suppose that output targets are quarterly, rather than weekly, and that the targets correspond to less output than would be produced if the plant operated for 40 hours each week of the quarter. While closing the plant temporarily might be important for the week-to-week variation in output, it might not be as important at the quarterly frequency.
The results in the table show that the conjecture is only partially true. Inventory adjustments and model changeovers still have a significant impact on the variance, but now their combined impact is equal to that of changes in shifts, which are substantially more important at the quarterly frequency than at the weekly frequency. The impact of line speed changes and overtime hours is twice as much at a quarterly frequency, but overtime hours are still 6. This example was suggested by an anonymous referee. relatively unimportant. The contribution of overtime hours to the quarterly variance in the six matched plants, which is not shown in the table, is 12.8 percent, which is only slightly higher than for the universe of plants.
Overall, the following characterization emerges from Table II. The shifts margin and shutdowns for inventory adjustment and model changeover are the most important contributors to the variance of output. Intermittent production used expressly for inventory adjustment adds more than 20 percent to the variance of output at both the weekly and quarterly frequencies. Changes in line speeds also have a sizable impact on the variance of output at quarterly frequencies. Overtime hours contribute only 10 percent to the variance of output.
Referring back to Figure I , these results imply that most of the variance of output comes from varying hours over the nonconvex portions of the cost function, rather than from varying hours over the convex portions of the cost function. That is, movements in hours from 0 to 40 and back or from 40 to 80 and back are much more important for output volatility than variations in hours along the convex overtime hours portion of the diagram. Furthermore, these results show that almost all of the variance of production is due to margins that involve changing the number of people employed, not the average weekly hours of employed persons.
C. Implications of the Results for some Empirical Puzzles
The results of the last section shed light on at least two prominent questions in economics. The first is a central question in the inventory literature: why is production more volatile than sales? The excess volatility of production is a phenomenon that occurs at many levels of aggregation, from aggregate manufacturing to the division level of the automobile industry [Blanchard 1983; Blinder 1986] . The importance of the intermittent production and shift margins gives a natural explanation for the excess volatility of production. An 80 percent increase in sales can lead to a 100 percent increase in production if the plant responds by adding an extra shift. Likewise, a moderate decrease in sales can lead to a halving of production if a second shift is eliminated. Or, if the plant uses inventory adjustments, a decrease in sales can cause the plant to jump from production at 40 hours one week to zero hours the next. Given the lumpiness of the margins we have uncovered, it is not surprising that production should be more variable than sales.
The effect of this lumpiness is particularly great at the plant level. To illustrate this effect, we compare monthly sales with monthly production at the Ford St. Louis plant during the time it produced the Mercury, which was 1972:1 to 1982:9. For the raw data the variance of production is 35 percent higher than the variance of sales. This number is similar to that obtained by Blanchard for automobile industry divisions, though somewhat greater than those obtained by Blinder for manufacturing aggregates. Several authors have argued, however, that supply shocks can make production more volatile than sales [Blinder 1986; Eichenbaum 1989] . To eliminate the effect of supply shocks, we regressed production on units lost due to supply disruptions, model changeovers, and holidays, as well as on monthly dummy variables. We also regressed sales on monthly dummy variables. Using the residuals of these regressions, the variance of production was still 30 percent higher than the variance of sales.
Of course, it is always possible that the forces leading to production volatility at the plant level are completely different from the forces leading to production volatility at the aggregate level.7 Simple variance formulas, however, show that the variance of aggregate production is more likely to exceed the variance of aggregate sales if production is more volatile than sales at each plant. The microeconomic phenomenon will be manifested in the aggregate data as long as the sum of the covariances of sales is not significantly greater than the sum of the covariances of production across plants.
Overall, our findings are supportive of Ramey's [1991] nonconvex cost explanation of the excess volatility of production over the cost shock explanation. The nonconvexities do not, however, take the form of wide ranges of declining marginal costs. Rather, the cost functions we presented earlier suggest that marginal costs are constant or increasing over most ranges of output. However, there are significant nonconvexities at key output values that cause the plant to bunch production at a few points of low average cost.
The second question that the results address is measurement issues in the relationship between output on the one hand and employment and hours on the other. Virtually all studies compare employment and hours measured at a point in time with output measured over an interval of time. Most employment and hours 7. Caballero [1992] uses simulations to construct examples in which asymmetries at the micro level do not lead to asymmetries at the aggregate level. data are based on the Bureau of Labor Statistics' establishment survey or household survey, which samples the pay period including the twelfth of the month. In many manufacturing industries, such as automobiles, the length of the pay period is one week. Thus, an analysis at the monthly frequency compares production over the entire month with employment and hours during the middle week of the month. Sims's [1974] paper on short-run increasing returns to labor is one of the few papers that have taken this temporal aggregation problem seriously. Sims showed that so long as weekly employment was smooth, the bias would not be great. Our finding that intermittent production is a common occurrence suggests that the temporal aggregation bias could be important.
To illustrate this point, Figure II shows one graph with monthly output and midmonth employment and another graph with weekly output and weekly employment for the Ford St. Louis plant. For this plant we had actual output data as well as sporadic data on employment.8 The employment series we construct counts those actually working, rather than those paid. The monthly data, shown in the top graph, have similar characteristics to those displayed by Hamermesh [1989] , although our data are more volatile because of the period studied. Employment is relatively smooth, changing only infrequently and by large amounts. Output is considerably more variable than employment. The R2 of a regression of monthly output volume on a constant and employment is 0.59. Thus, according to monthly data, 41 percent of the variation in output cannot be explained by employment.
The bottom part of Figure II shows weekly output and employment. At this frequency many of the output movements are matched exactly by employment movements. The R2 of the regression of weekly output on weekly employment is 0.81. Thus, when the frequencies of employment and output are matched, only 20 percent of the variation in output cannot be explained by employment. A comparison of the two graphs shows that much of the slippage between employment and output at the monthly level is due to the measurement frequency: because of the importance of 8. In particular, from Automotive News articles, we knew that when the line speeds were 36 to 39 per hour, there were 1200 workers on the second shift, and that when the plant shutdown for inventory adjustment, 2800 workers on two shifts were laid off. When the line speed was 32 per hour, 2700 workers on two shifts were laid off for inventory adjustment. Information from other plants suggests that approximately 90 percent of employed workers are laid off during shutdowns. Using this information, we were able to assign employment levels to each week. Output and Employment at Ford St. Louis intermittent production, comparing the stock of employment measured during one week with production over the entire month can lead to spurious variation in output relative to employment. The same argument applies to comparisons of output to hours worked. Extending on the example above, a regression of monthly output at the plant on total hours worked during the middle week of the month produces an R2 of 0.73. This would imply that 27 percent of the variation in monthly production cannot be explained by variation in hours. On the other hand, a regression of weekly output on total weekly hours has an R2 of 0.94, so that only 6 percent of the variance in production cannot be attributed to the variation in hours. Matching up the frequencies of output and labor inputs greatly reduces the importance of variations in output relative to hours.
An important question is whether temporal aggregation leads to biases in output and hours aggregated across plants. If plants stagger their shutdowns throughout the month, then the biases might not be as important. To study this issue, we examined the relationship between output aggregated across all plants to a proxy for hours. Because we did not have employment data for all plants, we made the simplifying assumption that employment was proportional to posted output, which is the reported workweek of the plant times the line speed. We then compared the R2 of the regression of actual monthly output on the sum of posted output across all plants, measured during the midweek of the month, with the R2 of the regression of weekly actual production to weekly posted output. The R2 for the monthly frequency was 0.74, while the R2 for the weekly frequency was 0.93. Thus, the aggregate numbers are very similar to those for the one plant. The fraction of fluctuations in output not attributable to fluctuations in hours is much greater at the monthly frequency than at the weekly frequency.
The measurement errors induced by temporal aggregation do not solve the short-run increasing returns puzzle, for the measurement errors lead to biases in the direction of finding excessive decreasing returns. The point of our analysis is to illustrate how the importance of intermittent production can induce spurious movements in productivity, so that those studying the variance and cyclicality of production can have a better understanding of the types of measurement errors in the data. To the extent that intermittent production may be important in other industries as well, we give the following caution: when comparing a flow output with the employment and hours data, one should be very careful about the frequency of the flow data, because the use of intermittent production can lead to confusion about actual productivity and hours movements.
IV. DYNAMic CHARACTERISTICS OF DIFFERENT MARGINS
We now turn to an analysis of the dynamic characteristics of the different margins. To see whether plant managers appear to be forward-looking in their behavior, and to begin to see what their behavior might reveal about the short-run dynamics of cost, we conducted several investigations of duration and persistence. Each of these is presented in turn.
A. Durations of Margin Use
Recall from the discussion in Section I that margins with high adjustment costs and low variable costs should be used for periods of long duration whereas margins with low adjustment costs and high variable costs should be used for shorter durations. To gain insight into the underlying cost structure of the different margins, we estimate the mean duration of the "spells" during which each margin is used.
The estimation problems are similar to those encountered in the literature on unemployment spells. In particular, some spells are not completed during the sample period. That is, the sample begins in the middle of a spell or ends before a spell terminates. Different assumptions about the underlying process can change the estimates substantially. For each case, we report several statistics. We report the average duration of completed spells, the average duration of censored spells, the estimated mean duration for all spells, assuming an underlying exponential distribution, and the estimated median, using the nonparametric Kaplan-Meier [1958] survival curve. Table III reports the results for the margins. We show the durations of spells in which the margins were switched on as well as switched off. For example, we study both how many consecutive weeks a plant was shut down for inventory adjustment, as well as how many consecutive weeks it was not shut down for inventory adjustment. Consider first the ranking of the durations during which each margin was in use. By all four measures, the use of two shifts had the longest duration, with an estimated mean of over 400 weeks and a median of 262 weeks, followed by increases in line speeds, with an estimated mean of 177 weeks. On the other hand, the mean duration of a shutdown for model changeover was under 3 weeks, while the mean duration of shutdowns for inventory adjustment was 1.5 weeks. The mean duration of overtime hours was under two weeks for all plants. As the bottom of the table Less than 4 overtime hours 9.0 33.6 10. With the others it is not so clear. Of all line speed changes, 57 percent occurred in July or August or during a time when the plant was down for model changeover. Some of these changes were probably due to changes in the specifications of the same model from one model year to the next. On the other hand, if a plant wishes to change the rate of production, it makes sense to make the change when it must reconfigure the plant for the new model year anyway. These considerations make the line speed results harder to interpret.
B. Transitions between States
In order to gain more insight into how plants use different margins and into the underlying cost structure, we now investigate the temporal ordering of the use of margins and the different combinations of margins used. That is, thinking of these combinations of margins as "states," we wish to know, for example, how often plants are in states in which they use one shift with overtime We first define several states of the world in which a plant might be in a given week. For this analysis we ignore changes in line speeds, because it is difficult to define a small number of states that allow for variations in line speeds. Plants can be in either oneor two-shift operations. For each of those there are four statuses: (1) shut down for at least part of the week for inventory adjustment; (2) shut down for at least part of the week for model changeover; (3) not shut down for inventory adjustment or model changeover, and operating less than four overtime hours per week per shift; (4) operating four or more overtime hours per week per shift.9 Thus, there are eight possible states.
We first examine the transitions between states in order to understand the permanence of the states themselves. Table IV reports the transition probability matrix for week-to-week move-9. There was only one case of a plant being categorized in more than one state.
During one week, Ford Los Angeles was down for most of the week for model changeover. When it came back up, it used overtime. We classified it as a model changeover. Consider now transitions between states. The entries off the block diagonals support the frequencies reported above in Table I: changing the number of shifts is a very low probability event for any given week. A shift is most likely to be added if the plant was down for model changeover the week before; a shift is most likely to be dropped if a plant was down for inventory adjustment the week before. Now consider transitions between states that do not involve a change in the number of shifts. The probability of going from a shutdown for inventory adjustment in one week to overtime the next and vice versa is zero. This behavior supports the posited cost structure and the assumption that plant managers are rational. A plant down for model changeover is most likely to stay in that state or to move to regular hours operation.
The probabilities at the bottom of the table show how often the plant is in each state. The numbers for regular hours and overtime hours for the six matched plants are probably more accurate because of the better data on overtime hours. The most likely state is the one with two shifts and regular hours. The plant is not very likely to be in a state with one shift and overtime hours operation.
These results support the following interpretation. Overtime hours have a high marginal cost, and are only used in two situations: first, when the change in demand is thought to be temporary, or when the firm is waiting for more information; and second, when two shifts are already working and the plant is still below target.
Typically, if demand stays high, the company will start producing the particular model at another plant, if possible.
C. Predictions about Future Movements in Output
Finally, we investigate what the transitions between states predict about future movements in output. Recall from the theoretical discussion that we would expect the use of high adjustment cost margins to signal persistent changes in output, and the use of low adjustment cost margins to signal transitory changes in output. Working from the definitions of the states given above, we identified "events" as movements between states. For movements between regular hours and overtime hours, we distinguished whether the firm had one or two shifts; in no other case did it make a difference. We also defined as separate events the changing of the numbers of shifts and changing the line speed. The residual event was staying in the same state with no change in shifts or line speeds.
Using dummy variables for these events, we ran the following set of regressions on the pooled data set for all plants: change up or down persists the whole four weeks when the managers accommodate it without a plant status change. The same is true for a quarter ahead. The economic interpretation is relatively straightforward. These types of output changes result from small variations in overtime hours, or from variations in hours due to supply disruptions, such as the weather. When the managers do not change the plant's status, they have not incurred any adjustment costs. Thus, we see no endogenous forces that might have led to persistence. Why, then, is there substantial reversion? When plant status does not change, we have moved on one of the locally flat portions of the short-run marginal cost curve.
If most small shocks to desired output are transitory, one would expect them to be accommodated by transitory shifts in actual behavior.
Now contrast these results with those for adding and dropping shifts, and for increasing and decreasing line speeds. Changes in quantity associated with these decisions are more persistent, with 80 percent of the change remaining after a quarter. The shift and line speed results are symmetric in both directions for horizons up to a quarter.
On the other hand, the coefficient estimates imply that all movements to model changeovers lead to very transitory changes in output. The only large coefficient is the IA to MC coefficient, which is not estimated precisely. On the other hand, movements from model changeover to any other state are very persistent.
Consider now movements between the regular hours and overtime hours states. The transitory movements are regular hours to overtime hours when there are two shifts and overtime hours to regular hours when there is one shift. The other two combinations are much more persistent at the quarterly frequency.
Seventy-four percent of the change persists one quarter later when there is a movement from regular hours to overtime hours and only one shift. There is a simple explanation for this persistence. In almost 10 percent of the cases, a movement from regular hours to overtime hours is followed one quarter later by the addition of a second shift. Since the addition of the second shift leads to an increase in output that is more than five times as much as that brought about by overtime hours, the average output change appears to be very persistent. The other persistent case is overtime hours to regular hours when there are two shifts, which simply reflects the fact that regular hours are a persistent state.
Altogether, the regression results support the same ranking of costs implied by our duration analysis. The persistence of output changes brought about by line speed and shifts changes relative to those achieved by overtime hours and shutdowns supports the proposition that the adjustment cost of changing shifts and line speeds is substantially higher than the adjustment cost of using overtime hours and shutdowns. The former are used to achieve persistent changes in output whereas the latter are used to achieve temporary changes in output.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Our investigation of weekly production at 50 automobile assembly plants has uncovered characteristics of output volatility that are not apparent in aggregate data. Our most important overall finding is that adjusting production is a more complicated process than simply "changing Q" or choosing the mix of capital and labor. Of the multiple margins used by plant managers, adding or dropping a shift and varying regular hours by shutting the plant down for a week are the most important. Overtime hours are substantially less important.
Our findings can also explain why production is often more volatile than sales. The margins most often used, shifts and shutdowns, are very lumpy and result in dramatic variations in the volume of production. It is easy to see how a moderate change in sales can lead to a larger change in production because of the underlying cost structure.
The importance of intermittent production has further implications for comparisons of output volume to labor input measured at a point in time. In particular, the use of intermittent production can explain why the correlation between the monthly volume of output and midmonth employment and hours is relatively low. We find that weekly employment and hours can explain a significantly greater fraction of the variation in weekly output. 
